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Abstract: The French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) had been used for textbook for children’s education for Chinese character in the ancient China and in the ancient Korea. This time, a poem of (Tcheonzamun 241st-256th) was studied.
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INTRODUCTION
The French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) had been used for textbook for children’s education for Chinese character in the ancient China and in the ancient Korea. Park et al., (2021a) and Park et al., (2021b) translated several poems of Tcheonzamun.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
There are two methods for the present researcher to interpret Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) poem (Park et al., 2021a; Park et al., 2021b). One method is through Korean pronunciation, the other method is through the meaning of Chinese character. Additionally, deleting same or similar part of different Chinese character was also used, and the deletion was only adapted on the same line of 4 Chinese characters. This time, a poem of (Tcheonzamun 241st-256th) was studied.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The title is "". The first method of translating Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) poem is through Korean pronunciation of Chinese character. And the poem is on (Tcheonzamun 241st-256th).
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This is the first method of Tcheonzamun translation. It is through Korean pronunciation.

Number of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) Chinese character (Korean Pronunciation of Chinese character in English alphabet)

Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in Korean alphabet
Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in English alphabet

The meaning in Korean language is as follows:

241-244 資(Za) 父(Bu) 事(Sa) 君(Gun) 잡으시군! Zabusigun!
My husband, do you want to talk me again? (Just before you have maltreated me!)

245-248 曰(Wal) 嚴(Eom) 與(Yeo) 敬(Gyeong) 왜요 여기? Weyo Yeogi?
My husband, why do you stop me here?

249-252 孝(Hyo) 當(Dang) 竭(Gal) 力(Lyeog) 후딱 갈래! Huddag Gallae!
My husband, I want to leave you now rapidly!

253-256 忠(Tchung) 則(Tchig) 竭(Zin) 命(Myeong) 착착해지면! Tchigtchig Haezimyeon!
My husband! When there are too many other people here! (Because I feel shy in front of other people!)

At the second time, this is the second method for the translation. It is through the meaning of Chinese character.

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet)

241-244 資(Za) 父(Bu) 事(Sa)=一 口 君(Gun) :尹=口
My husband, in order for a husband (父) to be gentle (資), monologue speaking (口) must be changed into the dialogue talking (口) between the wife (一) and the husband (I).

The meaning of the first line, it is good and easy to say. But it is truly difficult for the husband to do to his wife!

245-248 曰(Wal)-一嚴(Eom)-口=一字 敢與(Yeo) 敬(Gyeong)-口=十十 ηξ
My husband, if you want to say strict or rough language (敢) in our house (Γ) once (一), you must outside beat (ξ) a rice bag (η) a lot of times (十十). (Be careful to say rough language in our family!)

249-252 孝(Hyo)/=土子 當(Dang) 竭(Gal) 力(Lyeog)/=乙
My husband, if you do in the right manner (當) to your child (子) and to me, your wife (土), even the bird (乙) in the heaven will do favor (竭) to you!

253-256 忠(Tchung) 則(Tchig)-人=目刀 竭(Zin) 命(Myeong)-人=一字 ρ
My husband, do you want to have (竭) good relation with me (忠), your wife, by inspecting me (目) and by your power (刀)? You had better use the very (一) important method (ρ), it is your talking to me (口)!
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